
GROWTH ESTIMATES OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS

MARK FINKELSTEIN

In this paper we generalize a result of Loewner's by use of an iter-

ated form of the Schwarz Lemma. This tool is used repeatedly to ob-

tain several results on the growth of convex analytic functions.

Preliminaries. By a convex function we will mean a univalent

analytic function, defined on the unit disc, whose range is a convex

point set. Such a function/ satisfies the differential inequality:

Re{z/"//'} > -1    for all z in the unit disc.

By a starlike function we will mean a univalent analytic function,

defined on the unit disc, whose range is a starlike set with respect to

the image of the origin. That is, if £ is the image of 0, and w lies within

the range, then the line segment joining £ and w lies within the range

as well. If we assume that/(0) =0, such a function satisfies the differ-

ential inequality:

Re{z/'//} > 0    for all z in the unit disc.

A trivial consequence of the above is that a function / is convex if

and only if zf is starlike. As a result, all theorems on convex functions

will yield results on starlike functions, and conversely.

In what follows, we shall assume that the functions under consider-

ation are normalized. That is, /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1. This is no essential

restriction, for if g(z) is any univalent function defined on the unit

disc, then

/(») = («(«) - g(0))/g'(0)

is a normalized, univalent function. We shall for simplicity occasion-

ally assume in addition that/" (0)^0. Again, this is no restriction,

for by appropriate choice of 0, f(z) =e~iBg(ewz) will have a real and

nonnegative second derivative at 0.

Loewner [2] proved that for a convex function f(z)=z-j- • • ■ ,

\f'(z)\ ^1/(1— r)2, \z\ =r. Theorem 1 improves upon this result to

give growth estimates of /' involving the second coefficient in the

power series expansion off. First we state and prove an iterated form

of Schwarz' Lemma. The method of proof goes back at least as far

as Landau [l, p. 307]. The lemma itself appeared in [3].
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Lemma 1. Let f(z)=aiz-\- ■ ■ ■ be an analytic map of the unit disc

into itself. Then |oi| 5*1, and

|/(2)| £rir+ |ai|)/(l+ |a,|r).

Equality holds at some z 5*0 if and only if

e-{lz(z + Oie")

/(*) =--1^0.
1 + die~'%

Proof. That |ai| :gl is an immediate consequence of Schwarz'

Lemma. We mention it so that the inequality here becomes an im-

provement on Schwarz' Lemma, in that the estimate is better when

|oi| <1.

Let g(z) =f(z)/z = ai-\-a2z+ • • • . Then the maximum principle

shows that \g(z)\ <1 in the unit disc.

Let h(z) = (g(z)—ai)/(l—dig(z))=biz-\- ■ ■ ■ . Then as \g\ <1, also

\h\ <1. Further, h(0) =0, and thus, by the familiar form of Schwarz'
Lemma,

I *(») I = r.

Equality holds for some zp^O if and only if h(z) =e''z. But

, „ , |       \   h(z) + ai            | h(z) | + | a, |         / r+ \ai\ \
\f(z) \= \z-   ^ r-:-r = M-i-[—)•

I   l + aih(z) l+\aih(z)\ \l+\ai\rj

Further, it is clear that equality can hold at a point z only if \h(z)\

= \z\, from which it follows that

eilz(z + aieil)

f(z) = —-—
1 + dize".

Theorem 1. Let f(z)=z-{-a2z2+ ■ • • be convex in the unit disc.

Then

/     1     \ TI + rl"

where \a2\ =p. Equality holds at some z^O if and only ij

e-'Yr1 + e{tzl'      \

This function (2) maps the unit disc onto a sector of opening angle pw,

the apex of the sector lying at a point of modulus l/2p, and 0 lying on

the axis of symmetry.

Proof. That (2) maps the unit disc as indicated above can be seen
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through the Schwarz-Christoffel representation for mappings onto

polygons.1

f'(z) = (1 + e«'z)"-1(l - e*'*)-'-1.

Consequently, / maps onto a 2-sided polygon (sector) whose exterior

angle at the apex is (1 —p)w. Hence the interior angle is pir. The re-

maining details of this mapping are easily verified.

We can, as before, perform a rotation in the z- and w-planes so that

o2 = p>0. So/(z)=z-hoz2+a3z3+ • • • . Let ^(r) = (1 -rj^l+r)1"'.

Let

*(*) =log \f(») | +log^(r).

We shall show that <j>(z)^0. In fact, we shall show even more, that

d<b/dr SO    for z t± 0.

Let us note that 0(0) =0, and that <b is continuous in z. Now

d<b/dr = (d/dr) log |/'(z) | - (1 + P)/(l - r) + (1 - p)/(l + r).

But

r(d/dr) log |/'(z)| = Re {z/"//'},

so

(3) r(d<b/dr) = Re{s/7/'} - 2r(r + P)/(l - r2).

Now, if h(z)=zf"/f, we have l+h(z) is a function of positive real

part, or l+h= (l+g)/(l-g), for \g\ <1, g(z)=pz + • • • ,

ft = 2g/(l - |).

By Lemma 1, \g(z)\ Sr(r+p)/(l+rp), and thus

\h(z)\ g 2r(r + p)/(l-r2).

Then

r(dd>/dr) = Rejz/"//"} - 2r(r + p)/(l - r2),

and

Re \zf"/f'\ ^  | zf"/f | =  | *| £ 2r(r + p)/(l - r2).

Thus by (3)

r(d<b/dr) g 0.

This completes the proof that

1 See, for example, Hille, Analytic function theory. II, Ginn, Boston, Mass., p. 372.
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l     ri + rl»

If equality is attained at a point, an investigation of the above

proof shows that h(z) must achieve the estimate for it along a ray.

Then, as in Lemma 1, h is determined up to a rotational constant:

h(z) = 2eilz(z + p)/(l - 22).

From this it follows that

(4) fi») = (e-«/2p)([il+e«z)/il - e«z)\> - 1).

We observe the following well-known2 result:

Corollary 1.1. Let f(z) =z+a3zs-\-a5z&+ • ■ ■ be an odd convex

function. Then

| f'iz) | g 1/(1 - r2).

Proof. An odd function has vanishing even coefficients, and on

setting a2 = p = 0 in (1) we obtain the result.

Corollary 1.2. Let f(z)=z-\-pz2-\-a%zi-\- ■ ■ ■ be convex in the unit

disc. Then

|/(8)| = (l/2p)([(l + r)/(l - r)]> - 1).

This estimate is sharp.

Proof. As we remarked in the preliminaries, it is no loss of genera-

ity to assume as we have here that a2 = p = 0. The result follows on

integration of (1). The same function (4) is extremal for both Theo-

rem 1 and this corollary.

Corollary 1.3. Let f(z) =z-\-2pz2+asz3+ • • • be starlike in the

unit disc, O^p^l. Then

,        . r      fl + rl"

Proof. We observed earlier that g is convex if and only if zg'(z) is

starlike. Or, what is the same, / is starlike if and only if fl(f(z)/z)dz

is convex. Hence

(f(z)/Z)dz  =  2 + PZ2 + --Zi+  ■  ■  ■
o 3

is convex, and, by Theorem 1,

! See, for example, Nehari, Conformal mapping, McGraw-Hill, New York, p. 238.
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\f(z)/z\   j£---   .
1 — r2 L1 — r J

The result then follows. The function

(z/(l-z2))[(l + z)/(l-z)]"

is starlike and achieves this estimate. To determine the range of this

function, we again use the Schwarz-Christoffel representation. Com-

puting the derivative of this function,

-1 + fr-r*

(1 - z)2+"(l + z)2""

(1 + eiBz)(l + e~iez)
= -- ,        e<° + <T" = 2p.

(1 - z)2+"(l + z)2~"

The range off is thus a 4-sided polygon with exterior angles (2-\-p)ir,

— ir, (2 — p)ir, —ir. It is then easily seen that this polygon is the entire

plane minus two radial slits extending to °o. The two slits make an

angle of (1 — p)7r with one another.

Theorem 2. Let f(z)=z-\-pz2-\-a3z*-\- • • •   be convex in the unit

disc, p^O. Then

\f'(z)\ ^ l/(l + 2pr + r2).

Proof.

(5) r(d/dr) log |/(i) | = Re {*/"//}.

Now l+zf"/f' = (l+g)/(l-g), for some \g(z)\ <1, and

i//     u-«/  h-d2

^ i - gg = i -1 g i
=(i+ui)2 i+ur

Hence

(6) Re{s/"//'} ^ (~2| g|)/(l + U|).

Applying Lemma 1 to g,

U(z)|   f£ r(r + p)/(l + pr).

Hence from (6) we have

Mr/r] a -Mr + .>/<i + » . -Mr + >) .
lJ/J>~l + r(r + P)/(\ + pr)      1 + 2pr + r2
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But then by (5),

(7) (d/dr) log I f'(z) I fc -2(r + P)/(l + 2Pr + r2).

On integrating (7) with respect to r, and then exponentiating, we ob-

tain

I/(f) I ^ 1/(1 + 2pr + r2).

If p < 1, the function

1 /l - er«>z\

2j sin 6 \ 1 — e,9z /

is convex and achieves the estimate of the theorem along the negative

real axis from 0 to — 1. By considering the Schwarz-Christofrel repre-

sentation, it is seen that this function maps the unit disc onto an

infinite strip, of width 7r/(2 sin 8), with the image of the origin lying at

distancesfrom the two parallel boundarylines(7r—0)/(2sin0),0/(2sin0)

respectively.

If p = l, the function f(z)—z/(l—z) achieves the estimate of the

theorem along the negative real axis from 0 to —1. This function

maps the unit disc onto a half plane.

Corollary 2.1. Z,e//(z)=z+pz2+a3Z3+ ■ ■ ■ be convex in the unit

disc. Then

I f(z) |   ^-tan"1 ["—-— 1,        p ^ 0.
■■""       (l-p2)i/2 L(1-V)1',J

Proof. Let T be the straight line segment joining 0 and/(z). Since

/is convex, T lies in the range of/ Let7=/_1(r) = {z:f(z)ET}. Then

7 is an arc in the unit disc joining 0 and z. It follows that

i/(*)i = f i/«ii*i ^ fVwi** f\^0d\ 2-
J y J0 J o    I + 2sp + s2

The stated result then follows.

Now consider the function

1 /l - e-az\       (" d£
f(z   =-log!-)=  I-,

2tsin»      \ 1 - eaz )     J0   (1 - «*$)(! - e~iS0

which was discussed in the preceding theorem. For eie+e~ie = 2p, it is

clear that f'(r) = (l+2pr+r2)-1, which is the lower estimate for

\f'(z)\. Hence in our proof above, if T is the straight line segment

joining 0 and/(r), then y lies in the positive real axis. Hence all the
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inequalities can be replaced by equalities for this function, which

shows the estimate to be sharp.

Corollary 2.2. Let f(z) =z-f-pz2-f-a3Z3-r- ■ ■ ■ be starlike in the unit

disc. Then

\f(z)\   ^r/(f + rp + r2).

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Corollary 1.3.

The function which shows the estimate to be sharp is z/(l-f-pz-|-z2).

Theorem 3. Letf(z) =z+pz2+a3z3-|- ■ ■ ■ be convex in the unit disc.

Then

2(r + p) Tl + rl"

This result is sharp.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, there exists a function g,

|g| <1, g(z)=pz+ ■ ■ ■ , so that

zf'/f = 2g/(l - g)-

zf_   =   _2g_   ^    2\g\      ^2r(r + P)

/ 1-g   =1-  U|   =    1-r2    '

on applying Lemma 1 to g. Hence

^ 2r(r + p)  /    ^  2(r + p) rl + r~l>

'      '   ~    1 - r2      r    ~ (1 - r2)2|_l - r.

when we apply the estimate of Theorem 1 for |/|. Again, the ex-

tremal function of Theorem 1 achieves this estimate.

The author is deeply indebted to his thesis adviser, Professor

Charles Loewner, for his guidance and help in this work, which is part

author's Doctoral dissertation.
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